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Abstract
A model and a computer simulation program have been developed for statisti-
cally estimating the m«ltipath, polarization, and pointing losses associated with the
communication link from a planetary lander, The model allows these lasses to
be estimated for a Lander of any configuration, with any antenna array, with any
antenna characteristics and impacting at any position on any planet. It accounts
for the random distribution of surface slopes likely to be encountered by a plan-
etary lander, It assumes specular reflection of circular polarized waves as the
multipath interference rocelianism,
Equations for computing multipath, polarization, and pointing; losses are
derived, as tires the coordinate transformations required for converting; the random
impact conditions of a planetary lander into quantities required for the electro-
magnetic equations, One hundred computer-simulated landings of a Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) Mars rough lander are carried out for one landing! in which the
earth is 45 deg; above the western horizon and for another landing; in which the
earth is overhead, Statistical distributionsof combined multipath, polarization,
and pointing; losses are computed for each of these landing conditions,
Appendixes justify the use of the planet surface model assumed, provide esti-
mates of the surface slope distribution of the planet and of the antenna character-
istics of the lander, compute combined losses as a function of planet rotation, and
include a copy of the computer listing for the particular example given.
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Multipath, Polarization, and Pointing Loues
From a Mars Lander
n
1. Introduction
A performance estimate of a planetary lander communi-
cation link to earth requires knowledge of multipath,
polarization, and pointing losses, A statistical method of
estimating these losses from planetary landers has been
developed. The technique is generally applicable to it
wide variety of planetary lander antenna configurations
and communication link geometries. The technique re-
quires only a knowledge of (1) the lander antenna geome-
try and gain patterns, (2) the lander impact position, (3)
the location of the sub -earth point, (4) the probability
density of the planetary surface slopes, and (5) the
physical characteristics of the planet 's surface. This infor-
mation is then used to derive the expected losses and to
place tolerances on these expected losses. The losses
derived from this technique are from 5-10 dB less than
those that would be obtained if the worst multipath,
polarization, and pointing losses were assumed.
To estimate these losses, a series of computer-simulated
landings' have been carried out using the jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) Capsule System Advanced Develop-
ment (CSAD) project Mars lander. This disc-shaped
lander provides omnidirectional antenna coverage by
'Mara '71 Technical Study, JPL internal document, Eevit,1 by
E. K. Casani, JPL, Aug. 15, 1988,
'A Possible 1971 Mariner Mars Landed Experiment, JPL Flight
Projects document, July 24, 1987.
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having six right-hand circularly polarized antennas posi-
tioned with their boresights perpendicular to the faces
of a cube, Two antennas point horizontally in the plane
of the lander, and four antennas point at 45 deg to the
plane of the lander disc. A geometrical schematic of this
lander is shown in Fig. 1. The lander contains an S-band
transmitter.
At each simulated impact, the lander hits the Martian
surface at about noon with the earth about 45 deg above
the western horizon. It lands on a randomly generated
slope that is determined by using an estimated slope
ANTENNA 5
ANTENNAI
ANTENNA 2 i L, ^s	
=--^;, ^ JI ^
-
ANTENNA 4
ANTENNA 3
Fig. 1. JV CSAD lande- antenna configuration
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probability density function. The orientation of this slope
It. also randomly generated. The plane of the lander disc
Is assumed to be parallel to the slope, but the lander
Assumes a random azimuth angle with respect to the
maximum gradient of the dope.
Multipath, polarization, and pointing losses are then
calculated for all six antennas at each landing, The fol-
lowing morning, about 21.3 h after landing, the losses are
calculated again when the earth is almost directly above
the lander.
Section II derives the electromagnetic equations for
computing multipath, polarization, and pointing losses of
a right-hand circularly polarized wave. Section III derives
the coordinate transform•.. lions required for obtaining
angular quantities in lander-centered coordinates as func-
tions of angles in Mars-centered and landing-site-centered
coordinates.
Appendix A justifies the use of the planet surface model
by showing that the physical parameters assumed are
likely to hold over the first Fresnel zone, Appendix B
gives the random variable distributions and the antenna
characteristics assumed, The combined losses are com-
puted as a function of planet rotation in Appendix C. A
sample computer program listing for computing the losses
of 100 random landings is given in Appendix D.
11. Loss Equations
A. Pointing Loss
The pointing loss of r. particular antenna 3.s defined
as the ratio of the radiated power in the direction of the
receiver to the power at the peak of the antenna pattern.
Symbolically,
Lpofh^ = G ^(Cd)
G (0)
where Lp0 ► »t is a dimensionless ratio, G (Q is the antenna
field strength gain with respect to an isotropic antenna in
the direction of the receiver, and G (0) is the antenna
field strength gain at the peak of the pattern with respect
to an isotropic antenna. G (rd) and G (0) are dimensionless
quantities--snot expressed in dB. The angle ti is the cone
angle in the direction of the receiver measured from the
peak of the pattern, Pointing loss, expressed in dB is:
Lpotnt (dB) = 10 login Lpo1M0 = 10 log,, G' (W
G
z
 (0)
2
R. Multipath Loss
Multlpath loss For the circularly polarized wave con-
sidered here is defined as the ratio of the power in the
combined direct and reflected wave to the power in the
direct wave, If the reflected wave constructively inter-
feres with the direct wave, there is no multipath loss;
there is multipath gain instead Conversely, if the reflected
wave destructively interferes with the direct wave, the
radiated field strength is effectively reduced, The ,power
ratio is then converted to dB, The geometry for defining
multipath loss is shown in Fig, 2.
Before it is reflected from the planet's suhface, a right-
hand-circularly-polarized wave can be represented by an
electric field vector given by
Er In G (Cr) [@h exp f (wt — kx) + e, exp l (tot kx --' ir/2))
where
r reflected wave cone angle measured from pat-
tern maximum
G(fir) = antenna field strength gain in direction of re-
flected wave before reflection (with respect to
Isotropic antenna field strength)
ek = unit vector in horizontal polarization direction
ev - unit vector in vertical polarization direction
and where exp f (a •-- kx) and exp f (wt -- kz —, 7r/2) are
the complex representations of field strength phase as a
function of time and distance along the propagation path,
HORIZON ;'%L	 r
VECTOR	 is
.L_ E
LOCAL SLOPE
PLANETARY LANDER
LOCALHORIZIONTAL
NOTE. VECTORS ARE NOT ALWAYS COPLANAR
AS SHOWN
Fig. 2. Landor transmitter Roometry
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For a non-dissipative planetary atmosphere with the
dielectric constant of free space, the propagation con-
stant k is: k = to (µ* so)4.
After reflection from the planet's surface toward an
earth receiver, the wave can be represented by the electric
field vector:
:r G (Cr) p,D [eh'Rh exp I (wt — kz + 27r8/A + ,Oh)
+ e'VR„ exp t (wt -- kz — zr/2 + 2v$ /X + Au) ]
where
eh = unit vector in horizontal polarization direction
after reflection
e; = unit vector in vertical polarization direction after
reflection
The factor exp (I27r8/X) that occurs in both the vertical
and horizontal reflected components represents the phase
difference between the direct and reflected waves caused
by the path length difference. In this expression,
S path difference between direct and reflected waves
A = transmitted wave length
The path difference between the two waves is defined
as:
S sin y (1 — cos 2y)
where
are actually variables with statistical distributions; there-
fore
Ps = exp _ ] C 47rolh sIn y2
where oh is the rms surface roughness height.
The factors Rh exp foh and Ru exp 10, are the reflection
coefficients from smooth, plane surfaces for horizontal
and vertical polarization, respectively. In terms of the
electrical parameters of the reflecting surface, these
coefficients are
sin y --(Y'-' _ Coss y)',`^
Rh
 exp ^$h sin y + (Y= — cos2 y)'^`1
and
Y'' sin y . (Ys .,... Cos s
 Y)'i^1Rv exp jot = Y
s
 sin y + (Ys
 _ Coss Y?'^1
where Y is the planet 's normalized admittance. The ad-
mittance is defined as
Ys = e/eo 
_ f 804o
µ/lAo
where
e/co = ratio of permittivity of planet surface to per-
mittivity of free space
µ/µo = ratio of permeability of planet surface to per-
meability of free space
h = antenna height above ground
y elevation angle of receiver above local slope ir.Pa-
sured in plane perpendicular to local slope
The factors D and pa account for the wave reflection
from a rough, curved, planet surface and are defined as:
pe = coefficient accounting for the planet 's roughness
D = coefficient accounting for dispersion due to curva-
ture
For our case, D will be taken as unity since the tram
mitter is so close to thy:; planet that the effect of its curva-
ture is negligible. The roughness coefficient, p„ will be
assumed to be the rms value of p,, although the surface
roughness and therefore the surface roughness coefficient
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r
o = conductivity of planet surface
These expressions for electromagnetic wave reflection
from a rough planet surface are developed for other cases
in Ref. 1. 1
 More basic derivations of electromagnetic and
probability equations can be found in the citations given
in Ref. 1.
The wave going directly from the antenna to the earth
receiver can be represented by:
Ea =G (Cd) [en exp fi (a — kz) + ev exp f (wt kz 'r/2)
'Also in Estimation of Multipath Degradation for a Planetary
Lander, by D. Boyd, JPL Section Memorandum, September 13,
1987,
3
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If the impedance of the planetary atmosphere is
given by
^JAo),^, _
	
E,,
	 Eh
Eu	 Eh	 Ht,
where Ev and Eh are any vertically and horizontally po-
larized electric-field vectors and Hv and Hh are appro-
priate vertically and horizontally polarized magnetic -field
vectors, the magnetic field of the wave traveling directly
to earth is given by
HP = G(Cd) [ --' eH exp f (u)t — kz - 7r/2) + e; exp (wt — kz) ]
The complex conjugate of the direct wave's magnetic field
is then:
H ill* _ 4d) [ _ e' eXp --' j (wt -- kz — 7r/2) + e', exp -- i (wt — kz)]
V
The total %vave traveling toward the earth receiver is the sum of the direct and reflected waves, This wave can be
represented by:
Er = E' + Ev = el, [G (^d) exp f (wt --kz) + ps DR,, G (fir) exp f (wt --- kz + 27r8/,k + $h)]
+ e^ [G (td) exp J (wt — kz — 7r/2) + pa DR, G (^,) exp 1(wt — kz — 7r/2 + 27r8 /X `f- Ov)]
= el, exp j (wt — kz) [G (6) + p, DRh G (Cr) exp f (27r8/ ,k + Oh)]
`+- ev exp f (wt -- kz — '7r/2) [G (Cd) +p. DRv G ( Cr) exp, j (27r8/X + Ov)]
The total magnetic field in the direction of the earth receiver is
H; _ ^' 7R exp i (wt ` kz — 7r/2) [G (td) + p, DR, G (tr) exp 1(27r8/A d 4 ^o)]
+  exp 1(wt -- W [G (rd) + p, DRh
 G (Cr) exp f (27x8/,l + 411)]
The complex conjugate of this magnetic field vector is
Hi* — el, exp — f (wt — kz — 7r/2) [G (Cd) + pp DR, G (Cr) exp — 1(27r8/,k + ¢,)]
+ ev exp — 1 (wt -- k") [G (6) + p,, DRh G (Cr) exp __ f (27r8/X + ¢h)]
n
The average power in an electromagnetic wave is the average value of the Poynting vector which is given by
S 2 Re [E X H*] = 2 Re [ -- E,, H* + E,, H* ]
where E and H are the electric and magnetic -field components of any electromagnetic wave, and E,, H,,, Eh and Hh
are the vertically and horizontally polarized components of an electromagnetic wave that can be represented by ver-
tically and horizontally polarized components,
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In. the case of the wave traveling directly to earth, the average power is;
d = 2 Re ^, (^) G (Q exp t (wt -- kz ^- 7r/2) V exp -' (u,t •- kz — 7r/2)w
+ G 44) exp j (u,t — kz) G (td) exp --	 kz)
. Be f^'^► '` ' (6) + 	 (td)
2	
^
 77 	 19
G' ( d)
For the total wave directed toward the receiver, the average power is.,
S; -= 2 Re f 1[ GZ (Cd) + ps DRv G (td) G (t,,) exp f (27x8 ^^ • ,,)
+ p„ DRt, G (Cd) G (^r) exp -- f (27r8/,k + 0„) + PH D'`' R? GZ(^,)^
[G (Cd) + p, DR,, G (6) G (Cr) exp I (27r8/.k + 01,)
+ pN DR,, G (Cd) G (Cr) exp j (27r8/X + $l,) + PN D' Rr G'(C,.)11
= 2^ { [G'= (Cd) + 2p, DRv G (Ca) G (rr) cos (27r8/.k+ ^hv) + ^N D': RU G" ( r)^
+ [G2 (t,d) + 2pj DR,, G (6) G (Zr) COs (27r8/,k + 01,) + PH D2 Rh G` ( r)]l
Multipath loss (or gain) is defined as the ratio of the average power in the total wave to the average power in the
direct wave, This quotient yields circular polarization multipath loss as:
L,,,.,L,rG = 1 = 2 f1i  + 2ps DR„ G (Cr) cos (2 7r8/. + ¢„) + p'-8'D 2 R” G2 ( d)
11+ [1 + 2p, DR,, G 
^Zd) cos (27r8/,k + 0 1,) + pH D2 Rr G2 (Cd) Jf
But it can he shown that for a vertically polarized wave, multipath loss is:
2
L+,u1 r, r == 1 + 2ps DR,, G (0 cos (27x8/,. + Ov) + p'R D2 R; Gz ( r)(d)	 (t,,)
and that multipath loss for a horizontally polarized wave is:
G2 q
L;,>;^^z .^ = 1 + 2pe DRh G (fir) cos (27A/X + 01,) + pa D'2 R9, G2 (Sr(Cd)
	
(.,d)
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Multipath loss for a circularly polarized wave is thus
seen to be the average of vertically_ and horizontally polar-
ized wave multipath losses, or;
Lmmitj =1/2 (L„1 " 111 + LmNjit)
Multipath loss can be converted to dB by
L..jo (dB) = 101og,n Lmatti
C. Polarisation Lose
Polarization loss will be defined as the ratio of right-
hand circularly polarized power to total power trans-
mitted to earth. The total Mower includes the sum of
power transmitted directly to earth plus the power re-
flected from the planet's surface due to multipath effects,
The electric vector of the total transmitted wave has
been given as
Et = eh G (Q exp j (wt — kz) 1 + p,, DRh G (Cd) exp J (27r8/A -1- $h)
r	
G (Cd)	
-”
+ e,, G (td) exp j (wt -- kz -- 7r/2) 1 + p	 G (^)p DR,,	 exp j (27r8/,k + o,,)C	 j
It is now desired to break up this total vector into right-hand and left-hand circularly polarized coml,onents, In gen-
eral, the total wave is some sort of elliptically polarized wave, but the receiver will accept only the right-hand circularly
polarized component. It is desired to put the total wave into the form
E = # h E,. exp j (wt — kz) + e„ E, exp j (wt — kz — 7r/2)
+ eh E c exp j (wt kz ► + eU E i exp j (wt -- kz + 7r/2)
where E,. and Ei must be related to the parameters of the total wave. To simplify the analysis, the total wave will be
written in the form
Er = eh G (Cd) exp j (wt kz) [1 + A, exp J0 1 ] + e, G (Cd) exp j ((at kz — 7r/2) [1 + A.: exp jo.]
where
A, px DR,, G (^r)G (xd)
A2 = p, DR,, G (^r)(bd)
6,	 27r8/,l + 01,
02 = 27r8/A +0,
This form of the total wave vector can be further simplified to
Et = eh As G (Cd) exp j ((ot — kz + 0;,) + e„ A G (Cd) exp j (wt -- kz — 7r/2 + 94)
where
A;, .= [(1 + A, cos 8,) 2
 + A2 sine 8,]'12
A4	 [( 1 + A:., cos B 2)'= -^- Axsin2 82]1,12
At sin B,
arctan 1 + A, cos B,
Az sin 0!,
04=arctan 1 +. A. cos 6_
6	 JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1333
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The total wave expressed as the sum of right- and left -hand circularly polarized waves can be written as
Er = ch (E, + E I) exp J (ot — kz) + ev exp j (a — kz) (E, exp -- J r/2 + A exp /7r/2)
Equating the horizontal and vertical components to their respective expressions derived above requires that .Er + E,
A-; G (Q exp 10n and
JEr + J
E ► Aa G (^d) exp t (04 — ir/2)
Solving these two simultaneous equations for E, yields
R r ` G 2(Cd) [A„ cos 0;, — A, sin (0, -- 7r/2) + JA 3 sin 0.1 + JAA cos (0. 1 7r/2)j
An exp Jon
where
An = G Z^d> ( [An cos 4, -- A, sin (04 
-- ',T/2)]'`' + [A, sin 0: 1 -I" A., cos (0,, --- 7r/2)]'-)'fl
and where
A;, sin 03 + A, cos (04 7r/2)0n - aretan 
LA, cos Or, — A4 sin (0, — 7r/2)]
The electric field vector of the right-hand circular pola ►
 zed component of the total wave then becomes
Er eh An exp (wt -- kz + On) + e„ An exp j (wt -- kz — 7r/2 + 0,)
The magnetic field vector can be written
H, — er, An exp 1(wt — kz — 7r/2 + 0 5) + e,, A5 exp j (wt kz + 8n)
and the complex conjugate of the magnetic field vector can be written
H* —e^, r, exp -- J (wt --kz —7r/2 + On) + e,. Ln exp — (wt — kz -f- 4n)
The total power transmitted in the right-hand circular polarized component is then
S, = 2 Re (E, X H*) _ ^ Re (A2 /7i + A2/.q) = Ab/q
-- 
G-4
 (Cd) [Al + A.2 + 2A3 A, cos'(0;, — 0,)]
_ C` (Ca) [4 + 4A, cos 0, + A + 4A2 cos 82 + A + 2A1 A2 cos (0 1 — 0..)]4q
_ G' (Cd) 4P. DRn G (Cr)	 A D 2 Rk G'`  (C+,)
	
4,q; 
4 +	 G (xd>
	
cos (27r8/,k+ 0r,) +	 G2 (6)
	
+ 4p. DRv G (Cr) cos (27r8/,k+ ¢„) + P.2 D2 RV G2 	 2pw D '` Rn Rv G2 (C) cos (^^, ¢U)1
	
G (6)	 G (6)	 G
2 
(Cd)
	 f
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t, ^
	
,,	
^s ^ +"	 r ;i { t^ Z` • fir.' 'r ^ ^' y	 '
^,	 .f	 ^'	 jyli	 t+h'S'^
	
,e t a	'•^r	 .3Y	 }	 ^.r ,^z	
.^^
_a:Ssri_n.4.r_a^l1 e 	 f* x t a..dr^ '	 Yd^r^	 3.:te..ef u4Yai,.sti^dtar...
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The power in the total transmitted wave is given above as:
^^ ^^)
 f 2 ^ 2p>i ^,R^^"^ (0 cos {2nS/J1 ^ ^/, i,) + n" ^R 2 C►2 (^r)
2n* DRh G (Cr) Cos (2^E/X -f° 011) +n" na b G3 { ► )
G` (Cd) I+„ut ► t1
where L„rj^rtt is the multipath loss defined as the ratio of total transmitted power to direct wave power. Polarization
loss, which is the ratio of right-hand circular polarized power to total power is then given by
S,'	 1	 ^nN n" l^f G., (b r)	 n'' p'. Rw	 (^)
	
2p ll= III, Rt, G'=
 ( )kol St	 41J„ ►,jttt	 G= (Cd)
	 G'` (td)	 G' (U	 J
and this can be converted into dB by
L,,ot (dB) = 10 log,(, (Li)bt)
All losses can be easily visualized by the vector dia-
gram in Fig. 3. All vectors are normalized to E d = 1.0
where Ed
 is the magnitude of the horizontal and vertical
components of the circularly polarized direct wave. E,, is
the magnitude of the wave at the peak of the antenna
pattern, E,• is the magnitude of the reflected wave prior
to reflection. Before any reflection from the planet's sur-
face, E,,, Ed, and E,, are all in phase. After the reflected
wave strikes the planet's surface, the horizontal and ver-
tical components have magnitude and phase shift given
by Ert, and E,.,, respectively, These reflected fields are
'then vectorially added to Est to get the horizontal and
vertical components of the total wave given by Ett, and
E t ,., respectively, The angles ¢ t, and 0,, are also shown in
the diagram,
The significance of the various losses is now readily
apparent. Pointing loss is merely
L;,o ► .,t -- En d 2 -- Ep I
Multipath loss is given by
Lnr^,cct = 2 (L►,,,^tt^ + L„fftt;) '= 2 C IjEd41 ` ^',jEd I"- /
2 (jEa,ll + lEt,12)
Since
I Erh (= nH DRh G (r)
G(Cd)
ps DRv 6 (^rr)
	
	 and^I- 2^r8/^
6(Cd)Erb' Ery	 t"	 Erb—Ery=E _ Etv	 _ n++ DR, G(^r)
A	 Eib	 Eib Eiv	
I E ry 
I	 G (4a)
w	 0
p$DRb6(fr)	 Er , 64r)	 Ed 	 E _ G(5p)	 and since the angle between Erl, and E,,,, is 0h — o,,, theErb ` 64d)	 6(Cd)	 p 64d)	 polarization loss is seen to be
1
2 (Ert, — Ert)	
_	
2 (Ettl — E tv) -
noi	 1	 —1--
2 (JEth	 +1Et„1)	
L,,,uttj
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3,r/2
Fig. 3. CSAD lander radio electric field vector
phase diagram
8
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where the vectors are subtracted vectorially. The polar•
ization loss is therefore seen to be unity minus the ratio
of half the vectorial difference between the horizontal
and vertical components squared to the multipath loss,
111. Coordinate Transformations
The lander communication link geometry is specified
by giving the vector to earth receiver E and the vec-
tor to landing site L in Martian latitude and longitude,
the direction and magnitude of slope O on which the
lander rests, antenna boresight vectors A, and reflected
wave vector n; therefore three coordinate systems are
required to conveniently describe the direct link geom-
etry; (1) a Mars-centered system in which to specify the
earth and landing site vectors, (2) a landing-site-centered
system in which to specify,(a) the direction and ►nagni-
tude of the slope on which the lander rests, and (b) the
transformed vector to earth, (3) a lander-centered system
in which to specify the antenna boresight vectors and the
transformed vector to earth.
For the sake of analytical convenience, the three coordi-
nate systems will be assumed to have a common aerocen-
tric origin, since the maximum parallax error would be
on the order of the ratio of the Martian radius to the
Mars-Earth distance.
k
Fig. 4. Mars-centered coordinate system
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In all coordinate systems, i vectors are the x-direction
unit vectors, j vectors are the y-direction unit vectors,
and k vectors are the z-direction unit vectors. Angles
between a vector and the x-direction are designated by
an a with an appropriate number of primes and a lower
case subscript that is the same letter as the capitalized
vector, Similarly, angles with respect to the y direction
are designated /3, and angles with respect to the z direc-
tion are designated y, all with appropriate primes and
subscripts. Quantities in the Mars-centered coordinate
system are unprimed; quantities in the landing site.
centered system are primed, and quantities in the lander-
centered system are double-primed.
In the Mars-centered system, 0 signifies latitude, and
X stands for longitude (both with appropriate subscripts);
in the other two systems, 0 (with appropriate primes and
subscripts) is a cone angle measured from the z axis
and 0, including its primes and subscripts, represents a
clock angle, measured positively around the z axis from
the x axis.
A. Mars-Centered Coordinate System
In the first (unprimed) coordinate system, shown in
Fig. 4, i (the unit x-direction vector) is in the plane of
the Martian equator through the 0 deg Martian longi-
tude. The unit y-direction vector j is in the plane of the
Martian equator through the 90 deg east longitude. The
unit z-direction vector k is through the north Martian pole.
The unprimed coordinate system is, therefore, based on
Mars' latitude and longitude coordinates.
The vector E to the earth receiver can be written in
terms of the latitude and longitude of the sub-earth
point as
E -== sin ¢e cos X, i + sin 0e sin X, j + Cos 0e k
The direction cosines of E in terms of the sub-earth point
latitude and longitude are then:
COS ae = sin 0e COS A,
cos QG = sin q,, sink,
COS Ye = COS Oe
Similarly, the vector to the lander impact site can be
given in terms of the landing site latitude and longitude:
L= sin 0 1 cos X, i -f- sin ¢ c sin X, j -I- cos 0 1 k
9
N
^7^"'Ifr^^Y^^y1 a^:^ ^f 'r1':f ^	 cMf ^r .-^^ T,1 ^' ' • '.7 ^ t
r,t^_.	 ..	 1.	 ..	 .'e .. .. >..;9 .._t &F^^. .. ^...;Eâ^^Ilr^j.:ie.E'uh_..r.... ..-.
(LOCAL
VERTICAL)
i'
i'
(POINTING  TOWARD
NORTH POLE)
(POINTING WEST PARALLEL TO
LINES OF CONSTANT LATITUDE)
cosyo = Cos B.o
L - k'
#*a* .
The direction cosines of the impact site vector are then:
cos at =sin 0 1 cos al.
cos P, = sin 0= sin ki
plane of the equator and 90 deg west of the longitude
of i' and k', The primed coordinate system is, therefore,
based on the local horizontal coordinate system at the
Lander impact site.
cos yr = cos of
S. Landing-Sato-Centered Coordinate System
' In the second (primed) coordinate system, shown in
Fig. 5, k', the z' unit vector, points through the lander s
position on the Martian surface and is, therefore, normal
to the local horizontal and parallel to the impact site
vector, L; the x' unit vector i' is in the plane defined by
The sub -carth vector can be transformed from the
unprimed to the primed coordinate system by using the
following transformation matrix.
i j k
i' —COS
	
c Cos 'k j -- cos 0 1 sin a; sin 0l
Y sin k i —cos 1kc 0
k' sin 0 1 cos as sin 01 sin A t cos 01
k and k', at right angles to k', and pointing out through
	
the northern hemisphere; j', the y' unit vector, is in the	 The direction cosines of E in the primed system are then:
COS Ate	 Cos cosh { cos, as '-- cos ¢i j sin A, cos Qa + Sin cos y,
cos Re = Sin ac cos ae -- cos a, cos Re
cos re = sin cos a i cos a, + sin sin A  cos P. + cos cos ye
	The vector specifying the landers orientation on the
	 C. Lander-Centered Coordinate System
planet surface O can be written in terms of the lander's
	
slope 9Q and the direction of slope (¢p), The direction 	 In the third (doable-primed) coordinate system, shown
cosines of O are: in Fig. 6, k", the z" unit vector, is parallel to the lander
Cos 0'0 = sin 0p COs cap
cos ao = sin 90 sin ¢o
(LOCAL	 Ile
 
VERTICAL)
J ^ •
Fig. S. Landing-site-centered coordinate system 	 Fig. 6. Lander-centerod coordinate system
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'Y	 Abe^	 ^.'^.	 s.^.^t^•	 ^t.	
tl
	 r'^
t/	 ^!	 /^!/ 	 ^I	 "	 t/Cos r COS a" COs ar + COs Na COs Rr `{' COs yn Cos y,.
cos a;' = sin 0;,' COs 0 .'
roll axis and parallel to O, the lander orientation vector.
If we assume that the lander is resting on one of its flat
sides and that the lander Is parallel to the local slope, k"
is then also normal to the local slope. The x" unit vector,
i", is in the plane formed by k" and k', at right angles
to k", and tat less than 90 deg angle from k'. The unit y"
vector, j", is in the x'-1/' plane and is the k" X i" vector
product. The double-primed coordinate system is, there-
fore, based on the lander's principal axes.
The sill)-earth vector can be transformed from the
primed to the doable -primed system by using the follow-
ing transformation matrix:
k'
i" Cos 00, cos O, ,Cos 0 sin sin 0;
n 0o — Cos a 0
k" sin 0 0, Cos sin Oq sin 00 Cos 0
The direction cosines of the sub-earth vector then be-
come It
cos a" - ^ ^ cos 0; Cos 0' cos as -^ cos 0o sin $n cos Ra -1- sin 0u cos y
Cos	 sin 0COS a' ^ COS , O' COS H
COsyr' -= sin 0n COs 0,0 COs a' -f- sin 0' Sin 0o cos ta "^" cos 0' COS y
The antenna boresight vector A must also be specified
by its direction cosines in the double -primed system in
terms of its cone 0" and clock angles. These rela-
tionships are
cos a,' = sin 0;^ a u ,- $ j'
cos /3'=sin 0" sin 0"
cos y" — Cos 0„'
The direction of the reflected wave R may similarl y be
specified in terms of its cone 0;' and clock 0" angles,
These relationships are
dinate system. The grazing angle of the reflected wave
(also the elevation of the earth above the local slope) is:
►^
Y -- 7r/2 	 Ye
The angle between the .antenna pattern maximum and
the direction to earth is the scalar product of A and E;
therefore
COS = COS a' COS a'' -f- COS Pit' COS fl" -1- COS " COS "^d ~'	 n	 ^	 a	 c	 Yu	 Y^
Similarly, the angle between the peak of the antenna
pattern and the reflected wave direction is the scalar
product of A and R; thus:
cos (3;' = sin 0 r sin
COs y;'	 COs 0'1,
The cone and clock angles of R can be determined by
noting that the reflected wave must be in a plane con-
taining both E and O and that its angle with the x"-y"
plane must be just the negative :.:f the E vector's angle
with the x"-y" plane; therefore
0rr _	 it,. ",r" Ye
0 11	 11/w r	 w f
The angular quantities required for computing losses
can now be defined in terms of the lander-centered coor-
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IV. Loss Results
For this specific case, it will be assumed that a lander
of the CSAD class impacts Mars at 20 deg south latitude
and 48 deg east longitude. It broadcasts immediately
when the sub -earth point is at 17 .6 deg south latitude
and 0 deg longitude; it broadcasts again 21.3 h later
when the sub-earth point is at 17 .6 deg south latitude
and 48 deg east longitude, These numbers are typical
of a 1971 mission, La .rider orientation will be computed
probabilistically 'based on an assumed model of the
Martian surface (see Appendix B). Antenna geometry
will be that of a CSAD lander wherein six antennas are
arrayed on the faces of an imaginary cube to assure omni-
directional coverage after impact. (See Table 1.) The
11
•J-u
aS	 ^	 ,
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Table 1. Antenna configuration
Antonne No, f 1 2 3 4 S 6
hk, (M 11.4 16.1 6.6 11.4 1611 616
CU, dog 40 45 133 40 45 155
of
041, deg
00
ONk
pt	 go
Y'41 
+ if041 + 10 04. 4, 150 of '#* 270 0" + 270
Note 0.", Is a random variable with a uniform probability domtlty function from 0 to 360 doh.
electrical quantities of the surface will be assumed simi-
lar to those of a dry earth soil and the wavelength will
be that of the CSAD 2295 MHz S-band transmitter, The
surface will be assumed to be flat in its large scale fea-
tures and will have a 0,5 cm rms surface roughness. (Secs
Appendix A for a justification of this assumption,) An-
tenna gain characteristics will be assumed to be those of
the impactable CSAD cup radiator (see Appendix B),
The' algebraic quantities associated with this case are
then;
Earth direction angles; 0. = 107,50 (leg immediately
a, = 0 deg after landing
o f, = 1.07,50 deg 21.3 h later
X N = 48 deg
Site direction angles: 0 1 = 110 deg
x, = 48 deg
Lander orientation Angles: ©Q and ^; derived from
simulated landings on statistically modeled Martian
surfaces.
Electrical quantities;
Antenna characteristics; From empirical gain plots of
CSAD ilnpactable antennas,
These quantities can then be used to compute the
angles derived in fart III and the lossc,, derived in
:Part II.
The distributions of losses of 100 comptiter-simulated
landings immediately after landing and 100 landings
21.3 h after landing are given in Figs. 7 and S. At each
landing, pointing, multipath, polarization and combined
losses are computed for each of the six antennas. The
best (lowest) pointing, multipath, polarization, and com-
bined loss is selected for each landing, These four best
losses can conceivably occur on four different antennas,
but the best combined loss usually occurs on the antenna
with the best pointing loss, It will be noted that the best
multipath loss is usually a gain rather than a loss, but
this usually occurs on one of the antennas pointing away
from the receiver so that the huge pointing loss over-
whelms any multipath gain. It will also be noted that
the best combined loss distribution closely follows the
best pointing loss distribution since multipath and polar-
ization losses are generally small for the antennas point-
ing toward the receiver. The mean combined loss with its
3o tolerances can be expressed as --2,2 dB + 2;4 dB for the
transmission immediately after landing and ---3,2 dB
±2 dB for the transmission 21.3 h later when the earth
is overhead.
00=2	 V. Conclusions	 tY
µ/µo 1
o = 10-" mho/cm
'k = 13 cm
Surface characteristics:
Ah = 0,5 cm
D 1
Multipath, polarization, and pointing losse- associated
with a Mars lander communication link are shown to be
much less severe than prior estimates which were based
on the sum of worst case multipath, worst case polariza-
tion, and worst case pointing losses.
These losses were computed for the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) Capsule System Advanced Develop-
ment (CSAD) Mars lander which is a disc-shaped rough
lander. The lander obtained omnidirectional antenna cov-
erage by having six antennas with their boresights per-
pendicular to the faces of an imaginary cube. The lander
os _ 10	 so	 Do	 to	 sss
- 3 W,!;- 	 *3v PERCENTAGE OF LANDINGS HAVING
LOSSES GREATER THAN INDICATED
- -y-
COMBINED-LOSS SUM a-2.2 d6 t 2 '4 d8
s
IS 4-	
BEST MUL.TIPATH
9 Z
0	 T PQ6LAARIZZATION
-2 BEST
COMBINED
-4	 LOSS
COMBINED -LOSS SUM n -3 2 d1 +24 dB
BEST MUL
0 ST PO ARI:
BESTt	
POINTING
l	
LOSS
T w, BEST COMBINED LOSS
-30 ,.
	
+3ff
POINTING LOSS
PERCENTAGE OF LANDINGS HAVING
LOSSES GREATER THAN INDICATED
Fig. 7, Pointing, multipath, polarization, and combined
loss distributions for circular polarization at landing
transmitted immediately upon landing when the earth
was 45 deb; above the western horizon and again the next
clay when the earth was overhead, The lander contained
an S-band transmitter and six right-bared circularly polar-
ized antennas,
The anultipaYth, polarization, and pointing losses asso-
ciated with the transmission immediately upon landing
can be specified as p-2.2 dB X 4 dB. The losses associ-
ated with the transmission when the earth was overhead
can be given as 
— 3.2 dB +2 ,4 d13. These estimates are
somewhat more realistic and more optimistic than prior
worst-case
 predictions that might require excessively
powerful and heavy radio and power subsystems and
might reduce tic scientific instrumentation payload,
Fig. A. Pointing, multipath, polarisation, and combined
loss distributions for circular polarization
21.3 h after landing
Several of the assumptions used in this analysis should
be emphasized;
(l.) The reflected wave was assumed to be ,specularly
reflected; diffus
	
flection was neglected.
(2) The planet's surface was assumed to be locally flat
with a surface roughmess reflection coefficient ap.
propriate to a mean surface roughness of 0.5 cat,
(3) The planet'r electrical characteristics were assumed
similar to i dry earth; relative permeability = 1;
relative dic .-tric constant = 2; and conductivity
10- 1, mho/cat.
(4) The Martian surface was assumed to leave an expo»
nential distribution of surface slopes which closely
approximates current surface slope estimates, N-
Reference
1, Beckmann, P., and Spizziehino, A., The Scattering of Electromagnetic Waves
f roni, Rough Surfaces, MacMillan Co., New York, 1963,
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Appendix A
Computation of Frosnel Zones
In order for the assumption of specular reflection to be
valid, the Rayleigh reflection criterion must be satisfied
over the first Fresnel Zone. This criterion need be satin.
lied only over the first Fresnel Zone because the majority
of the reflected energy comes from the first Fresnel Zone,
This zone Is oil ellipse on the reflecting surface defined
as the locus of points at which the reflected ray path
lengths differ by A11 from the ray reflected at the optical
reflection point, The path lengths of waves reflected frorn
the second Fresnel Zone differ by X from the optically
reflected wave; the potl) lengths of waves from the third
Fresnel Zone differ by 3X/2, etc. Since the waves from
higher order Fresnel Zones differ in path lengths by Ail,
and since less energy is incident on and reflected from
higher order Fresnel Zones, these waves tend to cancel
each other, leaving the waves reflected from the first
Fresnel Zone as the dominant source of reflected energy,
If the Rayleigh criterion Is satisfied over this zone, specti-
]or reflection Is a good assumption,
The Rayleigh criterion requires that AhL < A/8 sin y
where Alt Is the surface roughness, X is the wavelength,
and y is the grazing angle, A curve defining the Rayleigh
criterion for the 13 cm, S•band transmitter of the JPL
CSAD program is shown In Fig. A•I.
Simple geometrical considerations show that the points
oil the first Fresnel ellipse closest to and farthest from a
JPL CSAD lander antenna are given by the equation;
X%1	 X	 oil,	 hi	 h
sine y — Cos I + An 4 A2- cosly — sin V	 0A	 A	 4
The roots of this quadratic are:
1 1 IliCosy
2 	 y	 A tan y 	 4 sin"y	 sin' ysin' + ('i)	 + (X^ -J
For the CSAD lander transmission at a noon landing
7
FOR A0 x (4rah/h) SIN y - 7r/2
Ah-C X/8 SINY IMPLIES SPECULAR
E REFLECTION
U
V)	 5 Ah> X/8 SINy IMPLIES DIFFUSE
2
Z
 REFLECTION
X
4
W DIFFUSE RFFI-ECTION
UVCc
M
V)	 2 -
SPECULAR REFLECTION
JPL CSAD AT	 JPL CSAD 22 h-
LANDING
	 LATER
0
I01 t	 I
0	 10 120	 30	 40	 50	 60	 70	 80	 90
y, GRAZING ANGLE, eag
Fig. A-1. Rayleigh criterion for specular reflection
at S-band 03 cm)
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using one of the antennas in the plane of the lander,
h = 11,4 cm, ,1 = 13 cm, and y = 45 deg. The first Fresnel
ellipse extends from 3,5 cm behind the antenna to 44.7 crd
in front of it. For a CSAD lander transmission with the
earth overhead, the first Fresnel ellipse degenerates to a
13.6 cm radius circle. The Rayleigh criterion is very
likely satisfied over these relatively small areas so that
specular reflection is a good assumption, The Fresnel
Zone calculation geometry is shown in Fig. A-2.
or
Y
OPTICALLY REFLECTED WAVE TO
RECEIVER AT W IN X—Z PLANE
 WAVE WITH X/2
LONGER PATH THAN
r	 y	
'OPTICALLY REFLECTED WAVE
- 
e
	
#
OPTICAL
REFLECTION POI
\-FIRST FRESNEL
ELLIPSE
Fig. A-2. Fresnel zone calculation geometry
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Appendix B
Random Variable Distribution: and Antenna Characteristics
This computer simulation of Mars lander losses requires
three random variables: (1) the slope on which the lander
impacts (00); (2) the direction of the slope on which the
lander impacts (60'); and (3) the clock angle of the lander
antenna boresight (01).
The slope probability density function is shown in
Fig. B-1. Estimated probability density functions of
Martian slopes in both mountainous and level areas are
compared with the approximate exponential distribution
used in the computer simulation,
The computer generates the slope by first picking one
of the 10' random numbers between 0000 and 9999. This
random number is then divided by 10{ to obtain one of
X04 random fractions between 0,0000 and 0.9999. If the
probability density function, q (x), of these random num-
bers, x, is then represented by a uniform, continuous
q (x) =1 for 0 e55 x::!= 1, and if the exponential approxi-
mation of the Martian slope probability density function
is given by p (00) = A exp — a00, we can determine a func-
tional relationship between x and 0' such that the
uniformly distributed random variable x generates 0'
according to the assumed probability density function
of Bo, We are looking for a function, Bo = f (x) that has
a probability density function p (00) if x's probability den-
sity function is q (x) = 1. Equating differential proba-
bilities of the two variables:
-- p (00) doo = q (x) dx
Dividing by q (x) d0o:
dx	 P (00) 
= -- A exp A0°'d0o _ q (x) 
BASALT FLOWS
	 Integrating;
x=exp — XK
Inverting:
00 1^ In (x)
which is the relationship used to gene, -ate 00 from the uni-
formly distributed random fracfii'oo. x, The approximation
shown in Fig. B-1 used A = 0.125.
The random direction of the slope on which the lander
hits and the random -'sock angle of the antenna bore-
sight vector are just uniformly distributed angles between
0 and 380 deg; therefore if x is again the uniformly dis-
tributed random fraction between 0 and 1, the function
used to generate 00' and 0 is simply: Oo = 0" = 380x.
,o-
	 EXPONENTIAL APPROXIMATION
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Fig. 0-1. Probability density functions of Ma rtian slopes
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A rectangular cup antenna, similar to one of the JPL
CSAD lander antennas, was used as the antenna model.
Gain curves in two orthogonal directions are shown in
Fig.. B-2 for this antenna. Also plotted in that figure is
the eighth degree polynomial approximation used in the
computer to generate the antenna gain curve.
1s
^	 ^	 rj ^ ^^	 1.{,4t	 ^,st ;	 dr R^, t',' ^ tt '' -.	 ^tiy^^ ',r^ i^ 
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Fig. B-Z. Antenna gain characteristics
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Appendix C
Losses as a Function of Mar: Rotation
I
Multipath, pointing, and combined multipath and
pointing losses were computed for a fixed lander orienta-
tion as a fu , ietion of planet rotation in order to determine
whether sudden nulls would occur in the signal received
on earth, It was determined that the combined losses
varied only slightly as a function of Mars rotation, The
comparatively small polarization losses were neglected
for the purposes of this cheek for sudden nulls.
In this analysis, the lander was assumed to land on a
flat surface with antenna number one pointing north. The
landing was assumed to take place at appro,:imately noon
when the earth was 45 deg above the western horizon.
Multipath, pointing, and combined losses were computed
from about 40 min before a nominal landing until 40 min
after a nominal landing. Losses were computed every 24 s
during this 80-min period. Combined losses as a function
of planet rotation are plotted for each antenna in Fig, C-I,
In the particular orientation chosen, antenna 5 points
almost directly at earth; antennas I, 2, 4, and 6 point
about 90 deg from the earth direction, and antenna 3
points directly away from the earth. In no case do the
combined losses vary rapidly over the 80-min period
considered,
2
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Fig. C-1. Multipath and pointing losses vs planet rotation
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Appendix D
Computer Program for Loss Computation
C ADD L.	 A. HOWARD
c MOLT I PATH DEGRAOAT I ON AND N(11 NT DIG LOSS P OR A[^JT LPINA
c ALSO POLARIZATION LOSS -r A06 LMLY
G AO1 FOR VERTICAL POLARIZATION
c A02
	
FUli HORIZONTAL POLARI ZAT I ON
c AG3=AU1
	 FORBEST Ah1TEh,'A	 N[:ft	 LANDIi'JG
c AU4=AIJ2
	
FOR	 BEST	 ANTI-.NNA	 PF.Ii	 LAI\JDIj'JG
c AD5 FUR RIGHT f•IAii p
 CIRCULAR PULAKIZATIM)	 (FORMAT AS	 PER AI)3)
c AD6	 SIMILAR	 TO A05 BUT	 INCLOOES	 POLARIZATION	 LUSS	 Irl
	
ADDITI("N
c TOT	 i .,,usT	 t+I f)'('	 FXCEEU
	
16 0
I)II'-,IiTI\IS 10f % i 	 A R,'1(1 6 )CARP(16)9,^ki`IS(IO)tAC;NS().6)t(^'A(9)t
lAhi(10U)tAP(100)tAS(10O)tASI`)S(1.6)tltiSU(',(16)tl\POI.A(100)tAPPS(16)t
201)(16)
COMMON AKI)
ICI 1\J N =1
00	 17	 1--19100 
AM (I)=-50.
AN(I)=-50.
APULA (I) =-5O.
17 AS(I)=-50.
AS (YI=U.
AVII= U.
AVP=U.
IM	 5	 JJ = 1. t 16
ARP) ( J,1 )=0,
APP(JJ)=O.
ASUM(JJ)=0.
5 AkP(JJ)=O.
DR= 1.74532925E-02
RD=5 7.3
9 PI=3.1415927
RFA1)	 50tTOT t V1I t l`12tW3 t W4 t W5	 W6
RFAI)	 JUt'f}Itt{'}IL
IN' EAI)	 O t E. 1) S	 F PSOtAMLItAt,RJ0vALMDAtSIGtG%I-RU
REAL)	 30 t
 ((,A(I) t I=1t9)
1 C 0 N T I NLJ F
kE'Af)
	 40tAl-I)iTHI`-tPliEtTHAP('91)1)tht(JHtPPADL)t^^NLJIILi
10 F()RMAT
	 ( 2(= 13.3 )
2() 1: 0Rf viA T 	 (7F 1U.5 )
30 F 0 Rk!AT
	
(3f 16. R )
40 FORMAT	 (8F If, .3 t F 8.0
50 Ff)R(,1AT	 (FP.3t6A4)1! 1\lT0T=TOT
THI'R•=THE .1)iZ
P I-I E R= P I - I I	 ^^^ L) R t
TI-ILR= T HL , DR	 I
P H L R = P H L -:, D R
TAPPR=T11APf)-;',f)R
1\11111`113=A tNUMB
Of)	 350	 J = 1 t NTO T2001 CALL RANDOM	 (Ii)
AH=I b 	 f
AH =AtD/ 10000.
IF
	
(TFIOP-60. )20029200292001 
2UU2 CU1'\!'f INUE~
CALL	 KANDf.il	 (I(3)
AB= Ir3
Pl-APP=360.-:,.AFi/10000.+PI)Af)I)
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'^; i	 i^	 i t E.. r'1•	
`	 ^	 fr	 ^	 ,p^..^^,
	 t	 ^t	 r7	 !^ J^ j ^	 r ^,^^	 ,Y'r ^"r	 "t
. t	 -^ 	 ra;	 r .	 p	 t..	 ^+Y	 ^I f	 r^irf	 sT r	 it ilk	 t r :: .SP3 fr	 g	 r	 -^	 r
.. _ '.+^,c_3;^.3.! f.: 2.:.-».v..^ , 7s n+i!Mt..	 y	 1T, I	 '	 ^F„	 i	 i•.^^f tr ,.'t.`i1.Ra sit m^iSr^iR;^^:s^"YF.rt
lil1"
 ^d^iiii^ArR-1„x ^ .^i	 ..,
CALL RANDOM (18)
A(3=1 o
PHOP=360.)•;A8/10000*
TOPR=TH0P*DR
P0PR=PHOPX.(DR
PAPPR=PHAPP).'tDR
CAE=Sl N(THER )*COS (PI-IER)
CBE=SIN(THER)*SIl\l(PHEk)
CGE=COS(THER)
GEP = SIN(THLR)4(COS(PHLIz) e.(CAE+SIN(THLK)): c
 SIN (PHLR))'.tCbE+CC)S(THLR)).',CGE
BEP=S I N (Pl ­ILR) *CAE — CUS (Pl­ILR) *CbE
AEP= —CO S (THLk)*CUS (PHLR) *CA E —CUS (THLR)):c S IN (PHLK)):c CBI:+S I N (THLR ) *CGE
GEPP=.S IN (TOPR)*COS ( POLAR) ):c A'"—'P+ S I iflT0PR))NS IN (P0Pk) ,.,c bE p +COS (TOPR))"cGEP
BEPP=SIN(POPR)i,cAEP—COS(POPR);:cbEP
A2P=—COS(TOPk)-:;COS(POPR)"AEP—CL)S(TOPR)*'SIN(POPR)i.cbEP+SIN(TOPR)):cGEP
AEPP=A2P
GAPP=CUS(TAPPR)
BAPP=S 111 ( TAPPR)*S I N (PAPPR
AAPP=SIN(TAPPR)*COS(PAPPR)
ABC=GEPP•c•2
BCD=I.—ABC
bCD=SQK T ( BCD)
RGEPP=ATAN(BCD/GEPP)
IF(RGEPP ► 1509160?160
150 RGEPP=KGEPP+Pl
160 CONTINUE
GAM=1)1/2.—RGEPP
IF (GAM)1001tI002vI002
1002 CONTINUE
C ZED=AAPP ,:, AE PP+6APP ,:, BEPP+GAPP*, GE PI)
CZER=AAPP-•4AEPP+(3APP):*,BEPP—GAPP,•cGEPP
DEL= (H/ S I N (GAM)),(I.—COS (2.*GAM)
ANU=-60.,;,.ALMDA,:, S I G,'AMUO/AOU
THI=ATAN (ANU/ l 1 EPS I'• , AMUO/ ( EPSO*AivlU) ) —COS (GANI) 1•11•12
THI=TI-I 112.
	
Al=	 EP S*,AMUO/(EPS(J,,:.,AMLJ) —COS (GAt,,j)*-*2 ) ^',,,,c2+ANU,:,*2
	 25
Y2= AII U ,. S IN (GAM) +Al" S I N( THI
Y 1=ANU ;:, S I N (GAM) — A 1* S I N ( TH1
X2=EPS-:. AMUO ,:4 S I N (GAIAO /( EPSO':l AMU) +A 1 ,:. CCJS (THI
X I=EPS- ;c AMUO ,:, S 11\1 (GAM) / ( EPS0 ,*AINIU) — Al ,:', COS TH I
Y3= (X2 , Y 1 — X l*Y2) / (X2,:",:-2+Y2,',:,1)
X3= (X 1 , ;,- X2+Y l*Y2) / (X2**2+Y2, :,*2
.,cRId0S=EXP(-0,5"
IF (X3)134?131t131
131 TH2=ATAN(Y3/X3)+2.,:cPl-, :, DEL/ALI^IDA
GO TO 13EI
134 TH2=ATAN(Y3/X3)+PI+2." P I " DFL/ALIhII)A
138 CONTI NU E
ABC=CZED,:,. ,:c2
BCD=I.—ABC
BCD=S(,)RT( BCD )
ZFU=ATAI\l(BCD/CZEf) )
IF (ZED)165070070
165 ZED=ZED+I) l
170 CONTINUE
A B C = C Z E R ,* ,:, 2
BCD=1.—ABC
B C D = S Q R T ( BCD)
ZER=ATAN(l3CD/C/­
­ ER)
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vi^
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I
IF (ZER) 175, 1809180
175 ZCR=ZC R+P I
180 CLINT IigUC
R=ZF K* RD
Gl.)	 1l+D44lGA(2)+D* GA(31+f)*1GA 4)+U 	 GA15) •MU*(U1al6)+D (6A 7) t
10 41 (GA (8 +D*, GAlY))))))1 ► )
GR=GA(11+I.- :t (GAl2)+H)" GA( 3)+I{* GP, ( 4) +K-,t l GA 5)• ►•i{=;t(G 	 o +K):t (Gh( 7)+
1K>i, (GA 8) 41 4t (GA(9 ) ) ) 1 ) )) )
(,'1')=FXP( 2930P 1 ;851-;t GD /20. ►
GR=FXP (2.302585144 GR/ 20, )
G l`,=F: X1 1 ( 2,.3G)?58 51 ;;c (a l.Cshb/2L1. 1
A2=GK %;t 	P+Y3:;co;c2 1:;t:;c (). 5' U t^'^t lti lll]`
A3= S(.)kT (( GU+A2 *C()S I 1H2)) -;t.;tp+A	 2;;t61iv)( TM2) ^t-;t2 )
Y4=-/11 r;t S I^IN ( TH1)
X5=SIH(GAN)+A],- .t Cl.)S( THI.)
X4=SIN (GAh))-Al .; C cOS( THI
Y6= (X4- ;, Y4+X5-:t Y4) / l Y,5-;t:;t2+Y4:; ,`,2 )
X6= ( X': -,tX5-Y4 l 2 ) / ( X5>a :k2 +Y4 ,',t,;t 2 )
IF (X6)1134,1131}1131
1,131 TFi4= /ST AN! (Y6/X6)+2.-; t PI*Ii EL/ALi.,Da
GO TU 1138
1134 TH4=A)'AI v' (Y6/X6) 1 . 2. - ;'P l t[)E-.t./AL;,ii)/'.^'P I
11.3b C(ih,1'11,0F
A EI =GM"1)D*RI10S* ( X6 hct ;c 2 +Y0 -04t 2 ) 1;1:;,0 o b
A5 = SCIhtT((GD+A li-*GUS(1'F1 4t	 24•A4*t 1-t2);tS II',i1TH4) ;c:t/ )
A ivi lJ LT I = 1 0 .:1t 0 .4 3 42 944 8 t L 06 (( A 3 :;t s;t /_ + A 5 -;t:;t r) / ( 2 .:;t U I.) :,t * 2) )
APO  NT=20.-^t fr.4342,9 li0-:. Ln(; (;I)/l;j^^ )
PULA	 A2/(4()) o;Q+(A4/Gf)) s;t >;t7
P(7Lb=2 * ,"A2*A4" COS ( TH-2-TI.14.)
PULC =4.' t ( Aa-•t-•t 2+A5 t t 2) / ( 2.-,t (;l)" 2 )
APOL=10. •it O.43429448*LU(;( 1.-( PbLA- PULE) /PULC )
GO TU 199 9
1001 AIiiULTI=-5().
APOINT=-50.
APOL=-5oo
1999 (,01\1T IiVUF.
ASI'1P=Ai%i(JLTI+APUIIVT+AP(.IL
PRINT 1OOO t P!h±P ,1^JrAhillL1'I S AP(»1Ih^'I'^/^I'UL^A ii^P
1000 FORMAT (l,X4HA1qT.t1XI1,2X5HLANL).i1XI4r5X5FIJ'IUL`I'ItFbo;3,1X5HP((IP11`,1-8*3
192X31.11)OLtF8.3,2X31°ISUM9F8.3)
IF ( Ai,IULTI-AMl(J))310t310000
300 AM( J)=AI^,ULTI
310 IF(APUI1',!T-AP(J) )3209 3201 315
315 AP(J)=APOINT
320 IF (ASMP-AS(J))322t322,321
:321 AS (J)=ASh1P
322 IF (APOL-APOLA(J) )350 9 350 049
349 APOLA(J)=APOL
350 CONT INOE
NRIN =1V NI\I+ 1
PRINT 3000
IF (NiVN-7) 1,, 376, 376
376 DO 3bO J=ItNTOT
AVM=AVI,i+AI,i (J)
380 ASIA = ASP;+AS(J )
DO 1050 JJJ=].,I\ITUT
1050 PRINT 20009JJJgAIv(JJJ)tAP(JJJ)yAPULA(JJJ)gAS(JJJ)
2000 F001AT (1X4Ht3I*ST t 2X 4 FILANI D ? 14 t 4X5FINULTI,F8.3 1 ?X511PUIi g TtFH 3 T 1k311P(JI_
S	 ^	
Ei' b i/ i 
	 ^!	 t l off	 t	 l f.
+a	 • ^	 ^.) ^n^I .0 1. .. • • 1 '^sL1Yi^"'^Y ..X a..
I s . 11	
`1	 l	 ' —,w-, ^ »a..,a- q	 ^	 :. .a	 ,. p, ._ . y_
.
	 r.
	
-.m.,a
	 f	 ,..: °	 x	 ..' -	 y	 #- .};..	 ,r ;:;	 fix, r	 "y c.. d!5r-s....,-n` tl'*
I t F8 93 t 2X3HSUM t FA.3 )
PRINT 3000
ASM=ASM/TOT
AVM=AVM/TO1'
DU 375 JJ=lt16
AJ=JJ
ARMS(JJ)=AVM-7.5+(AJ-1.)
ARPS( JJ )=-7.54•(AJ-1. )),t0.5
APPS(JJ)=-0.03+(AJ-1.)*0.002
ASMS(JJ)=ASM-7.5+(AJ-1.)
375 CONTINUE
DO 500 J=1 t NTOT
400 DO 500 JJ=1t16
IF (AI,,,(J)-ARMS(JJ))405t41Ut410
405 ARM(JJ)=ARt4(JJ)+1.
410 IF (AP(J)-ARPS(JJ))415t42Ot420
415 ARP(JJ)=ARP(JJ) +I.
420 IF (AS(J)-ASMS(JJ))425t49bt498
425 ASUM(JJ)=ASUM(JJ)+1.
498 IF (APOLA(J)-APPS(JJ))4999500t5U0
499 APP(JJ)=APP(JJ)+1.
500 C ONT I NU E
PRINT 72_1
721 FORMAT (1H t 36X5HRHCP t//////)
PRINT 600
600 FORMAT (1H t 29X15HANTENNA (BEST) t//2X9HVIULTIPATHt23X81iPOI (ITI(l,(;923
1 X 12HP OLAR I LAT I ON t / 1X 11HDC-GRAUA'I' I tII\I t 4X 8flOUAIIJT I'I'Y t 12X4HLOSS t 6XBFI(,)UAN
2TITY t 15X4HLOSSt6X8H(?UA^tNTITY t /5X4H(Db) t 6Xlul-lLFSS	 THAllj11X4H(DB)t
35XIO11LESS THAN t 14X4Fi(DB) t 5XI0HLESS THANt 15XI1HSUII KESULTS t /)
DO 610 I=1116
610 PRINT 625tARMS(I)tARhl(I)tARPS(I)tAKP(I)tAPPS(I)tAPP(I)tASMS(I)t
1ASUM(I)
625 FORMAT (3XF8.3t7XF6.Ot1IXF8.3t3XF6.Otl3XF8.3t5XF6.Ot13XF5.3t5XF6.0
1.)
PRINT 650tNTOT
650 FORMAT (//t27X17HNUMbER OF SAMPL.ESt2XI4)
PRINT 75011^1ltN(2tW3tW4tW5tW6
750 FORMAT(/////t26X6A4)
3000 FORMAT (1H l )
9010 CALL EXIT
END
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